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Purpose

The purpose of the now-annual PSI Africa Market Event is to bring together leading practitioners and 

thinkers within the African insurance ‘ecosystem’ to share experiences and ideas relating to the creation of a

growing, resilient, sustainable, responsible and profitable African insurance sector. As a sector, we have an 

important contribution to make to support a sustainable continent.

Background

The inaugural PSI Africa Market Event took place in Johannesburg during April 2018, hosted by Santam 

Insurance. The workshop confirmed that the following three themes were indeed the ones African insurers 

need to focus on: Closing the Risk Protection Gap; Resilient Cities; and Sustainable Food and Agriculture. The

event was attended by insurers and non-industry experts and was structured to allow participants maximum

opportunity to discuss the areas of most interest to them in small groups. This design proved rewarding and 

we aim to run the second Market Event in April 2019 along similar lines. 

Key Themes and Expert Contributors

1. Closing the Protection Gap

Defined as the difference between insured losses and economic losses. What does it take to bring 

insurance to the uninsured in Africa? How can insurance help populations adapt to climate change 

impacts? How can it help mitigate the causes of climate change? And if the protection gap exists, what is

the insurance sector’s role pre and post the major economic loss?   

• Mia Thom, Technical Director at CENFRI 

• Vanessa Otto-Mentz, Head: Group Strategy Unit, Santam

2. Food and Agriculture

How can the insurance sector apply new technologies and business models to help Africa’s farmers 

deliver food security in the face of rapidly changing climatic and other conditions?

• Prof Mark New, AXA Chair in African Climate Risk, University of Cape Town

• Andries Mahlase, Santam’s Manager, Agriculture Business Development, Africa

3. Creating Resilient Cities

Given prevailing conditions in African cities and increasing urbanisations rates, what are we learning 

about ways to increase urban resilience and reduce insurable risk so that the insurance net can be 

spread more widely? Key focal areas will be flood risk and collaborative partnerships involving insurers, 

municipalities and others.



• Dr Swenja Surminski, Head of Adaptation Research at the Grantham Research Institute on 

Climate Change and the Environment in London, for many years involved in the insurance 

industry.

• John Melville, Executive Head: Underwriting Services & Reinsurance, Santam

DRAFT AGENDA 

DAY ONE

09.00 Registration opens and stays open all morning

Expert Workshops

09.30 1st Expert Workshop on Climate Risk – what Modelling can tell us. Led by UCT’s 

Prof Mark New, AXA Chair in African Climate Risk at the University of Cape 

Town. 

10.30 Break

11.00 2nd Expert Workshop with Dr Swenja Surminski of the Grantham Research 

Institute on Climate Change and the Environment. “The use of risk data for 

insurance and beyond - the example of flooding.”

12.15 Lunch

Opening of 2019 Africa Market Event

13.00 Welcome from Host: Cassim Hansa of Continental ReInsurance

13.10 High Level Panel Discussion. Panellists TBC but could be:

• Femi Oyetunji, CEO, Continental ReInsurance

• Butch Bacani, UNEP PSI

• John Melville, Executive Head: Underwriting & Reinsurance, Santam

Theme: ‘As ESG-related risks evolve in Africa, what opportunities are there for 

African insurers?’

14.10 Introducing the three Themes. Each of six experts (2 per Theme) gives a seven 

minute presentation setting out the areas they will be discussing in their small 

group.

15.00 Refreshments

15.30 Self-selected small group discussions, each with one of the thematic experts 

(Round 1)

16.15 Self-selected small group discussions, each with one of the thematic experts 

(Round 2)

17.00 Wrap-up in plenary with each thematic expert sharing a short insight or two 

from their small group discussions. Then briefing for the evening and next 

morning.

17.30 Cocktail Event

DAY TWO

07.30 Buffet Breakfast

08.30 Plenary re-gathering, reflections on Day One and outline of Day Two

09.00 Plenary: stories of innovation and change across the Themes and across Africa

10.30 Refreshments



11.00 Brainstorming agendas for change – small group work, theme-related, producing

ideas for collaborative action

12.15 Plenary sharing of key action ideas and commitments for onward action and 

collaboration

12.45 Closing reflections

13.15 Close of Formal Market Event 

Lunch

14.00 Optional Workshop on the growing role of Environmental, Social and 

Governance factors (ESG) in Underwriting. 

16.00 Tea 

16.30 Close of Workshop


